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READINGS AND LEARNING OUTCOME STATEMENTS



READINGS



The following material is a review ofthe Equity Investments principles designed to address the learning outcome statements set forth by CFA Institute.



STUDY SESSION 10 Reading Assignments



Equity, CFA Program Curriculum, Volume 4, Level II (CFA Institute, 2012) 33. A Note on Asset Valuation 34. Equity Valuation: Applications and Processes 35. Return Concepts



page 10 page 12 page 22



STUDY SESSION 11 Reading Assignments



Equity, CFA Program Curriculum, Volume 4, Level II (CFA Institute, 2012) 36. 3 7. 38. 39.



The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy Industry Analysis Valuation in Emerging Markets Discounted Dividend Valuation



page 43 page 61 page 73 page 93



STUDY SESSION 12 Reading Assignments



Equity, CFA Program Curriculum, Volume 4, Level II (CFA Institute, 2012) 40. 41. 42. 43.



Free Cash Flow Valuation Market-Based Valuation: Price and Enterprise Value Multiples Residual Income Valuation Private Company Valuation
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139 185 229 261
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Book 3 - Equity Investments Reading< and Learning Outcome Statements



LEARNING OUTCOME STATEMENTS (LOS)



STUDY SESSION 10 Thr topical covrragr cormponds with thr following CPA lnstitut< assignrd rrading: 33. A Note on A.set Valuation The candidate should be able to explain how the classic works on asset valuation by Graham and Dodd and John Burr Williams are reflected in modern techniques of equity valuation. (page I 0) Thr topical covrragr corrrsponds with thr following CPA lnstitut< assignrd rrading: 34. Equity Valuation: Applications and Processes The candidate should be able to: a.



define valuation and intrinsic value, and explain possible sources of perceived



mispricing. (page 12) b. explain the going concern assumption, contrast a going concern value to a



liquidation value, and identifY the definition of value most relevant to public company valuation. (page 13) c. describe applications of equity valuation. (page 13) d. explain the elements of industry and competitive analysis and the importance of evaluating the quality of financial statement information. (page 14) e.



contrast absolute and rdative valuation modds, and describe examples of each



f.



type of model. (page 16} explain broad criteria for choosing an appropriate approach for valuing a given company. (page 17)



Thr topical covrragr corrrsponds with thr following CPA lnstitut< assignrd rrading: 35. Return Concepts The candidate should be able to: a. distinguish among expected holding period return, realized holding period return, required return, return from convergence of price to intrinsic value, discount rate, and internal rate of return. (page 22)



b. calculate and interpret an equity risk premium using historical and forward looking estimation approaches. (page 24} c.



estimate the required return on an equity investment using the capital asset



pricing model (CAPM), the Fama-French model (FFM), the Pastor-Stambaugh model (PSM), macroeconomic multifactor models, and the build-up method (e.g., bond yield plus risk premium). (page 28} d. explain beta estimation for public companies, thinly traded public companies, and nonpublic companies. (page 33) e.



describe strengths and weaknesses of methods used to estimate the required



f.



explain international considerations in required return estimation. (page 35)



return on an equity investment. (page 35) g. explain and calculate the weighted average cost of capital for a company. (page 36) h. evaluate the appropriateness of using a particular rate of return as a discount rate, given a description of the cash How to be discounted and other rdevant



facts. (page 36)
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Book 3 - Equity Investments Readings and Learning Outcome Statements



STUDY SESSION 11 The tnpical coverage corresponds with the following CPA Institute assigned reading: 36. The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy The candidate should be able to:



that drive industry profitability in the medium and long run. (page 43) b. explain how competitive forces drive industry profitability. (page 44) c. describe why industry growth rate, technology and innovation, government, and complementary products and services are fleeting factors rather than forces shaping industry structure. (page 46) d. identify changes in industry structure, and forecast their effects on the industry's profit potential. (page 47) e. explain how positioning a company, exploiting industry change, and shaping industry structure may be used to achieve a competitive advantage. (page 48) a.



distinguish among the five competitive forces



The tnpical coverage corresponds with the following CPA Institute assigned reading: 37. Industry Analysis The candidate should be able to: a. explain key components that should be included in an industry analysis model. (page 61) b. describe the life cycle of a typical industry. (page 61) c. analyze the effects of business cycles on industry classification (i.e., growth, defensive, cyclical}. (page 63) d. analyze the impact of external factors (e.g., technology, government, foreign influences, demography, and social changes} on industries. (page 64) e. describe inputs and methods used in preparing industry demand and supply analyses. (page 65) f. explain factors that affect industry pricing practices. (page 66) The topical coverttge cormponds with the following CPA Institute assigned reading: 38. Valuation in Emerging Markets The candidate should be able to: a. describe how inflation affects the estimation of cash flows for a company domiciled in an emerging market. (page 73) b. evaluate an emerging market company using a discounted cash flow modd based on nominal and real financial projections. (page 74) c. explain arguments for adjusting cash flows, rather than adjusting the discount rate, to account for emerging market risks (e.g., inflation, macroeconomic volatility, capital control, and political risk) in a scenario analysis. (page 81) d. estimate the cost of capital for emerging market companies, and calculate and interpret a country risk premium. (page 82)



The topical coverage corresponds with the following CPA Institute assigned reading: 39. Disconnted Dividend Valnation The candidate should be able to: a. compare dividends, free cash flow, and residual income as measures in discounted cash flow models, and identify investment situations for which each measure is suitable. (page 93)
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Book 3 - Equity Investments



Reading< and Learning Outcome Statements b.



calculate and interpret the value of a common stock using the dividend discount



model (DDM) for one-, two-, and multiple-period holding periods. (page 96) calculate the value of a common stock using the Gordon growth model, and explain the model's underlying assumptions. (page 99) d. calculate the implied growth rate of dividends using the Gordon growth model and current stock price. (page I 00) e. calculate and interpret the present value of growth opportunities (PVGO) and the component of the leading price-to-earnings ratio (PIE) related to PVGO. (page 101) f. calculate the justified leading and trailing PIEs using the Gordon growth model. (page 102) g. calculate the value of noncallable fixed-rate perpetual preferred stock. (page 104) h. describe strengths and limitations of the Gordon growth model, and justifY its selection to value a company's common shares. (page 105) i. explain the assumptions and justify the selection of the two-stage DDM, the H-model, the three-stage DDM, or spreadsheet modeling to value a company's common shares. (page I 06) j. explain the growth phase, transitional phase, and maturity phase of a business. (page 109) c.



k. describe terminal value, and explain alternative approaches to determining the terminal value in a DDM. (page 110)



1.



calculate and interpret the value of common shares using the two-stage DDM,



the H-model, and the three-stage DDM. (page Ill) m. estimate a required return based on any DDM, including the Gordon growth model and the H-model. (page 116) n. calculate and interpret the sustainable growth rate of a company, and demonstrate the use of DuPont analysis to estimate a company's sustainable



growth rate. (page 119) o.



demonstrate the use of spreadsheet modeling to forecast dividends and value



common shares. (page 121) p. evaluate whether a stock is overvalued, fairly valued, or undervalued by the market based on a DDM estimate of value. (page 122)



STUDY SESSION 12 Tht topical covtragt cor:rtsponds with tht following CPA lnstitutt assigntd rtading: 40. Free Cash Flow Valuation The candidate should be able to: a. compare the free cash flow to the firm (FCFF) and free cash flow to equity (FCFE) approaches to valuation. (page 141) b.



contrast the ownership perspective implicit in the FCFE approach to the



ownership perspective implicit in the dividend discount approach. (page 142) c.



explain the appropriate adjustments to net income, earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT), earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization



(EBITDA), and cash flow from operations (CFO) to calculate FCFF and FCFE. (page 142) d. calculate FCFF and FCFE. (page 149) e. describe approaches for forecasting FCFF and FCFE. (page !53)
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Book 3 - Equity Investments Readings and Learning Outcome Statements f.



contrast the recognition of value in the FCFE model with recognition of value in dividend discount models. (page 154)



g.



explain how dividends, share repurchases, share issues, and changes in leverage



may affect future FCFF and FCFE. (page 154) h. evaluate the use of net income and EBITDA as proxies for cash flow in valuation. (page 154) i. explain the single-stage (stable-growth), two-stage, and three-stage FCFF and FCFE models, and select and justifY the appropriate model given a company's characteristics. (page 155) j. estimate a company's value using the appropriate free cash flow model(s). (page 158) k. explain the use of sensitivity analysis in FCFF and FCFE valuations. (page 166) 1. describe approaches for calculating the terminal value in a multistage valuation model. (page 166)



The topical coverttge corresponds with the following CPA lmtitute assigned reading: 41. Market-Based Valuation: Price and Enterprise Value Multiples The candidate should be able to: a. distingnish between the method of comparables and the method based on



b. c. d. e. f. g. h.



i.



j.



k. 1. m.



n. o. p.



q.



forecasted fundamentals as approaches to using price multiples in valuation, and explain economic rationales for each approach. (page 185) interpret a justified price multiple. (page 187) describe rationales for and possible drawbacks to using price multiples (including PIE, PIB, PIS, PICF) and dividend yield in valuation. (page 187) calculate and interpret alternative price multiples and dividend yield. (page 187) calculate and interpret underlying earnings, explain methods of normalizing EPS, and calculate normalized EPS. (page 193) explain and justifY the use of earnings yield (EIP). (page 195) describe fundamental factors that inHuence alternative price multiples and dividend yield. (page 196) calculate and interpret the justified price-to-earnings ratio (PIE), price-tobook ratio (PIB), and price-to-sales ratio (PIS) for a stock, based on forecasted fundamentals. (page 196) calculate and interpret a predicted P/E, given a crosspsectional regression on fundamentals, and explain limitations to the cross-sectional regression methodology. (page 200) evaluate a stock by the method of comparables, and explain the importance of fundamentals in using the method of comparables. (page 202) calculate and interpret the PIE-to-growth ratio (PEG), and explain its use in relative valuation. (page 204) calculate and explain the use of price multiples in determining terminal value in a multistage discounted cash flow (DCF) model. (page 205) explain alternative definitions of cash flow used in price and enterprise value multiples, and describe limitations of each definition. (page 206) calculate and interpret enterprise value multiples, and evaluate the use ofEVI EBITDA. (page 208) explain sources of differences in cross-border valuation comparisons. (page 210} describe momentum indicators and their use in valuation. (page 210) evaluate whether a stock is overvalued, fairly valued, or undervalued based on comparisons of multiples. (page 202)
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Book 3 - Equity Investments Reading< and Learning Outcome Statements r.



explain the use of the arithmetic mean, the harmonic mean, the weighted harmonic mean, and the median to describe the central tendency of a group of multiples. (page 211)



Th• topical cov.rag• cormponds with th< following CPA Institut< assign Program Curriculum, Volume 4, page I 0 Valuation is the process of determining the value of an asset. There are many approaches and estimating the inputs for a valuation model can be quite challenging. Investment success, however, can depend crucially on the analyst's ability to determine the values of securities. The general steps in the equity valuation process are:



1. Understand the business. 2. Forecast company performance. 3. Select the appropriate valuation model. 4. Convert the forecasts into a valuation. 5. Apply the valuation conclusions. 'When we use the term intrinsic value (IV), we are referring to the value of an asset or security by someone who has complete understanding of the characteristics of the asset or issuing firm. To the extent that stock prices are not perfectly (informationally) efficient, they may diverge from the intrinsic values. Analysts seeking to produce positive risk-adjusted rerurns do so by trying to identify securities for which their estimate of intrinsic value differs from current market price. One framework divides mispricing perceived by the analyst into two sources: the difference between market price and the intrinsic value (actual mispricing) and the difference between the analyst's estimate of intrinsic value and actual intrinsic value (valuation error). We can represent this relation as follows: IV'"''""' - price
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= (IVoctu.I -



price) + (IV'""""' - IVoctual)
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Study Session 10 Croaa-Rderence to CPA lnstitutc Aa&igncd Rculing #34- Equi1yValuation: Applications and Proccs.sc.s



LOS 34-b: Explain the going concern assumption, contrast a going concern value to a liquidation value, and identify the definition of value most relevant to public company valuation-



CPA Ill Program Curriculum, WJlumt 4, pagt I 0 The going concern assumption is simply the assumption that a company will continue to operate as a business, as opposed to going out of business. The valuation models we will cover are all based on the going concern assumption. An alternative, when it cannot be assumed that the company will continue to operate (survive) as a business, is a firm's liquidation value. The liquidation value is the estimate of what the assets of the firm



would bring if sold separately, net of the company's liabilities. LOS 34.c: Discuss applications of equity valuation.



CPA Ill Program Curriculum, WJlumt 4, pagt 13 Proftssors Nott: This is simply a list oftht possiblt scmarios that may form tht basis ofan tquity valuation qutstion. No matttr what tht scmario is, tht tools you will use are the same.



Valuation is the process of estimating the value of an asset by (I) using a model based on the variables the analyst believes influence the fundamental value of the asset or (2) comparing it to the observable market value of ·similar" assets. Equity valuation models are used by analysts in a number of ways. Rather than an end unto itself. valuation is a tool that is used in the pursuit of other objectives like those listed in the



following paragraphs. Stock selection. The most direct use of equity valuation is to guide the purchase, holding, or sale of stocks. Valuation is based on both a comparison of the intrinsic: value of the stock with its market price and a comparison of its price with that of comparable



stocks. Reading the market. Current market prices implicitly contain investors' expectations about the future value of the variables that influence the stock's price (e.g.• earnings



growth and expected return). Analysts can estimate these expectations by comparing market prices with a stock's intrinsic value.



Projecting the value of corporate actions. Many market professionals use valuation techniques to determine the value of proposed corporate mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, management buyouts (MBOs), and recapitalization efforts. Fairness opinions. Analysts use equity valuation to support professional opinions about the fairness of a price to be received by minority shareholders in a merger or acquisition.



Planning and consulting. Many firms engage analysts to evaluate the effects of proposed corporate strategies on the firm's stock price, pursuing only those that have the greatest



value to shareholders.
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Study Session 10 Croso-R 1 (< 1). A more general representation is: required return for stock j = risk-free return+ (equity risk premium) +other risk premia/discounts appropriate for j The general model is used in the build-up method (discussed later) and is typically used for valuation of private businesses. It does not account for systematic risk. Note that an equity risk premium is an estimated value and may not be realized. Also keep in mind that these estimates can be derived in several ways. An analyst reading a report that discusses a "risk premium" should take note: to sec: how the author of the



report has arrived at the estimated value.
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Study Session 10 Croa&-Reference to CFA Institute Assigned Reading #35- Return Concept&



Proftssor's Note: As you work through this topic rrview, kup in mind that the risk prm#ums. including the equity risk prnnium, are diffirences in raustypically a market rate minus the risk-fru rate.



ESTIMATES OF THE EQUITY RISK PREMIUM: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES There are two types of estimates of the equity risk premium: historical estimates and forward-looking estimates.



HISTORICAL ESTIMATES A historical estimate of the equity risk premium consists of the difference between the historical mean return for a broad~based equity~market index and a risk~free rate over a given time period. Its strength is its objectivity and simplicity. Also, if investors are rational, then historical estimates will be unbiased.



A weakness of the approach is the assumption that the mean and variance of the returns are constant over time (i.e., that they are stationary). This does not seem to be the case.



In fact, the premium actually appears to be countercyclical-it is low during good times and high during bad times. Thus, an analyst using this method to estimate the current equity premium must choose the sample period carefully. The historical estimate can also be upward biased if only firms that have survived during the period of measurement (called survivorship biaJ) are included in the sample. Other considerations include the method for calculating the mean and which risk~free rate is most relevant to the analysis. Because a geometric mean is less than or equal to



the corresponding arithmetic mean, the risk premium will always be lower when the geometric mean is used instead of the arithmetic mean. If the yield curve is upward sloping, the use of longer-term bonds rather than shorter-term bonds to estimate the risk-free rate will cause the estimated risk premium to be smaller.



FORWARD-LOOKING ESTIMATES Forward-looking or ex ante estimates use current information and expectations concerning economic and financial variables. The strength of this method is that it does not rely on an assumption of stationarity and is less subject to problems like survivorship



bias. There arc three main categories of forward-looking estimates: those based on the Gordon growth model, supply-side models, and estimates from surveys. Gordon Growth Model The constant growth model (a.k.a. the Gotdon growth model) is a popular method to generate forward~look.ing estimates. The assumptions of the model are reasonable when applied to developed economies and markets, wherein there are typically ample sources of reliable forecasts for data such as dividend payments and growth rates. This method estimates the risk premium as the expected dividend yield plus the expected growth rate
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Study Session 10 Cross-Reference to CFA lostitute Assigned Reading #35 - Return Concepts



minus the current long-term government bond yield. Denoting each component



(0 1 / P),



by



g, and rLT,O' respectively, the forward-looking equity risk premium estimate is:



(01/P) +



g -rLT,O



A weakness of the approach is that the forward-looking estimates will change through time and need to be updated. During a typical economic boom, dividend yields are low and growth expectations are high, while the opposite is generally true when the economy



is less robust. For exarople, suppose that during an economic boom (bust) dividend yields are 2% (4%), growth expectations are 6% (3%), and long-term bond yields are 6% (3%). The equity risk premia during these two different periods would be 2% during the boom and 4% during the bust. And, of course, there is no assurance that the capital appreciation realized will be equal to the earnings growth rate during the forecast



period. Another weakness is the assumption of a stable growth rate, which is often not appropriate in rapidly growing economies. Such economies might have three or more stages of growth: rapid growth, transition, and mature growth. In this case, another forward-looking estimate would use the required return on equity derived from the IRR



from the following equation: equity index price= PV,.p1ir) + PVnamirion(r) + PV"'"""'(r) where:



PV,.pid



= present value of projected cash flows during the rapid growth stage



PVtransition = present value of projected cash flows during the transitional growth stage PVmarurc = present value of projected cash flows during the mature growth stage



The forward-looking estimate of the equity premium would be the r from this equality minus the corresponding government bond yield.



Supply-Side Estimates (Macroeconomic Models) Macroeconomic model estimates of the equity risk premium are based on the relationships between macroeconomic variables and financial variables. A strength of this approach is the use of proven models and current information. A weakness is that the estimates are only appropriate for developed countries where public equities represent



a relatively large share of the economy, implying that it is reasonable to believe there should be some relationship between macroeconomic variables and asset prices.
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Study Session 10 Croa&-Reference to CFA Institute Assigned Reading #35- Return Concept& One common model [Ibbotson-Chen (2003)] for a supply-side estimate of the risk premium is: equity risk premium=



[l +l]x[l+rEg]x[l+PEg]-1+ Y-RF



where:



expected inflation



rEg



expected real growth in GOP



PEg Y



expected changes in the P/E ratio



RF



the expected risk-free rate



the expected yield on the index



The analyst must determine appropriate techniques with which to compute values for these inputs. For example, a market-based estimate of expected inflation can be derived from the differences in the yields forT-bonds and Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) having comparable maturities: = (YTM of 20-year T-bonds) - (YTM of 20-year TIPS) ~ Profossors Not~: TIPS are inflatjon-indexed securities J:ayfng interest every_ six ~ months and prmctpal at maturtty. The coupon and prmctpal are automattcally



increased by the consumer price index (CPI).



Growth in GOP can be estimated as the sum oflabor productivity growth and growth in the labor supply:



rEg



= real G OP growth



rEg = labor productivity growth rate + labor supply growth rate The PEg would depend upon whether the analyst thought the market was over or undervalued. If the market is believed to be overvalued, P /E ratios would be expected to decrease (PEg< 0) and the opposite would be true if the market were believed to be undervalued (PEg > 0). If the marker is correctly priced, estimated using estimated dividends on the index.



PEg= 0. The Y can be



Survey Estimates Survey estimates of the equity risk premium use the consensus of the opinions from a sample of people. If the sample is restricted to people who are experts in the area of equity valuation, the resulcs are likely to be more reliable. The strength is that survey results are rdatively easy to obtain. The weakness is that~ even when the survey is restricted to experts in the area. there can be a wide disparity between the consensuses obtained from different groups.
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Cross-Reference to CFA lostitute Assigned Reading #35 - Return Concepts



LOS 35.c: Estimate the required return on an equity investment using the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), the Fama-French model (FFM), the Pastor-Stambaugh model (PSM), macroeconomic multifactor models, and the build-up method (e.g., bond yield plus risk premium). CPA® Program Curriculum, Volume 4, page 72



Capital Asset Pricing Model The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) estimates the required return on equity using the following formula: required return on stock j = risk-free rate + equity risk premium x beta of j



Example: Using the CAPM to calculate the required rerum on equity The current expected risk-free rate is 4%, the equity risk premium is 3.9%, and the beta is 0.8. Calcula.tc the required return on equity.



Anower:



7.!2% • 4% + (3.9%



X



0.8)



Multifactor Model Multifactor models can have greater explanatoty power than the CAPM, which is a single-factor model. The general form of an n-factor multifactor modd is: required rerurn = RF + (risk premium) 1 + (risk premium) 2 + ... + (risk premium). (risk premium);= (factor sensitivity); x (factor risk premium); The factor sensitivity is also called the factor btta, and it is the asset's sensitivity to a particular factor, all else being equal. The factor risk premium is the expected return above the risk-free rate from a unit sensitivity to the factor and zero sensitivity to all other factors.
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Study Session 10 Cross-Rd'ettnee to CFA Institute Assigned Ikading #35 - Return Concepts



Fama-French Model The Fama-Freneh model is a multifuctor model that attempts to account for the higher returns generally associated with small-cap stocks. The model is: required return of stock j



=



RF + ~mh.j x



(R,ru,,- RF)



+ ~SMB.j x (R,mall- ~;g) +



~HML,j x (RHBM - RLBM) where: return on a valuepweighted market index minus the risk·free rate a small-cap return premium equal to the average return on three small-cap portfolios minus the average return on three large-cap



(R,Ja - RF) (R,,n - Rb;gl



portfolios a value return premium equal to the average return on two high book-to-market portfolios minus the average return on two low



book-to-market portfolios The baseline value (i.e., the expected value for the variable) for baseline values for ~SMB.j and ~HML.j are zero.



~mla,j



is one, and the



The latter two of these factors corresponds to the return of a zero-net investment in the



corresponding assets [e.g., (R,m.n- ~ig) represents the return on a portfolio that shorts large-cap stocks and invests in small-cap stocks]. The goal is to capture the effect of other underlying risk factors. Many developed economies and markets have sufficient



data for estimating the model. Example: Applying the CAPM and the Fama-Freneh Model Assume that market data provides the following values for the factors:



(R,ru,,- RF)



=



(R,mall- ~;g)



= 2.4%



risk-free rate



= 3.4%



4.8%
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Study Session 10 Cross-Reference to CFA lostitute Assigned Reading #35 - Return Concepts



An analyst estimates thmkt.j



1. 2



r>sMB.J



0.4



r>HML.j = -{1. 2



Calculate the required return on equity using the CAPM and the Fama-French models: Answer: CAPM estimate:



required return • 3.4% + (1.3 x 4.8%) • 9.64%



Fama-French model estimate: required return= 3.4% + (1.2 x 4.8%) + (0.4 x 2.4%) + (-{).2 X J.6%) = 9.8%



Pastor-Stambaugh Model The Pastor-Stambaugh model adds a liquidity factor to the Fama-French model. The baseline value for the liquidity factor beta is zero. Less liquid assets should have a positive beta, while more liquid assets should have a negative beta.



Example: Applying the Paator-Stambaugh model Assume a liquidity premium of 4%, the same factor risk premiums as before, and the



following sensitivities for stock k:



0.9



r>mkt.k



-



r>sMB.k



• -{1.2



r>HMU



•



0.2



r>uquidity.k = -{1. 1



Calculate the cost of capital using the Pastor-Stambaugh model. Answer:



cost of capital= 3.4% + (0.9 x 4.8%) + (-{1.2 x 2.4%) + (0.2 x 1.6%) + (-{).! x 4%) =7.16%
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Macroeconomic Multifactor Models Macroeconomic multifactor models use factors associated with economic variables that



can be reasonably believed to affect cash flows and/or appropriate discount rates. The Burmeister, Roll, and Ross model incorporates the following five factors: 1.



2.



Conftdmct risk: unexpected change in the difference between the return of risky corporate bonds and government bonds. Time horizon risk: unexpected change in the difference between the return of



long-term government bonds and Treasury bills. 3.



Inflation risk: unexpected change in the inflation rate.



4.



Business cycle risk: unexpected change in the level of real business activity.



5. Market timing risk: the equiry market return that is not explained by the other four factors.



& with the other models, to compute the required return on equity for a given stock, the factor values are multiplied by a sensitiviry coefficient (i.e., beta) for that stock; the products are summed and added to the risk-free rate. Example: Applying a multi&ctor model Assume the following values for the factors: • 2.0% confidence risk time: horizon risk 3.0% inHation risk 4.0% 1.6% business cycle risk market timing risk 3.4% Assume the following sensitivities for stock j: 0.3, -n.2, 1.1, 0.3, 0.5, respectively. Using the riskpfrec: ra.tc: of 3.4%, calcula.tc: the required return using a. multifa.ctor approach.



required return= 3.4% + (0.3 X 2%) + (-{).2 (0.5 X 3.4%) = 9.98%



X



3%) + (1.1



X



4%) + (0.3



X



1.6%) +



Build-Up Method The build-up method is similar to the risk premium approach. It is usually applied to closely held companies where betas are not readily obtainable. One popular representation is:



required return = RF + equity risk premium + size premium + specific-company premium ©20 11 Kaplao, Inc.
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Croso-Rdttence to CFA Institute Assigned Rlum< 4, pag• 120 Various factors may affect an industry on a temporary basis but do not determine



industry profitability and structure in the long term. For example: Industry growth rate. A high growth diminishes rivalry but does not assure profitability if other forces are detrimental to profits. Innovation and technology. Improved technology does not improve profits if it attracts competitors. Low tech industries can be very profitable if the overall effect of the five forces is positive. Government policies. These can be good or bad and are prone to change through time. Examples include patent protection, licensing requirements, labor policies,



bankruptcy code, etc. Complementary products. These are products that are used in conjunction with the firm's products (like hot dogs and buns), and these can have a positive or negative effect. Some complements can create or increase barriers to entry and reduce the threat of substitutes, while others can increase industry rivalry to serve



the demand generated by purchase of the complement.
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Study Session 11 Cross-R discussed could also apply to investors or analysts. In addition to analyz ing financial information, Porter



argues that investors should perform a five forces analysis that includes the issuts discussed in this topic rtvitw.



Steps in Using the Forces in an Industry Analysis There are six steps when using Porter's Five Forces in analyzing an industry:



Step I: Deline the industry: This should be done in terms of the products/services sold and the geographical area over which the products/services are sold. The products should then be examined in the context of the five forces. If two products appear similar but have different industry structure in terms of the five forces (e.g., the basic product is the same, but the buyers are vastly different), they should be considered separate industries. Step 2: Identify the participants: Competitors. Buyers.



Suppliers. Potential entrants. Substitutes.



Step 3: Determine strength or weakness of each force, what drives it, and why. Be careful to focus on the more important forces and analyze them thoroughly. ©20 11 Kaplan, Inc.
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Step 4: Determine industry structure using an analytical framework and how rhe five forces come to bear on matters such as pricing and input cost structure.



Distinguish between cause (ease of entry) and effect (price competition}. Which forces are the most important determinants of profitability?



Step 5: Assess current and potential shifts in each force. Distinguish between transient blips and long-term structural changes in the industry and rhe forces. Make sure to incorporate trends and not use static analysis.



Step 6: Decide which forces can be altered in ways rhat will affect the value of rhe industry or firm.



EXAMPLE: ANALVZING THE COMPETITIVE FORCES FOR WAL-MART Synopsis Wal-Mart is the world's largest retailer, selling a wide range of products targeted to consumers and small businesses. The firm serves approximatdy 150 million customers



per week in rhe Americas, Asia, and rhe United Kingdom. Wai-Mart is widely viewed as having rhe lowest prices on a broad variety of frequendypurchased consumer products. Principal competitors include other broad-based discount stores, grocery stores, as well as small retailers operating in its geographic region. The smaller specialty retailers and single-location boutiques compete with Wal-Mart in limited product lines. Wal-Mart has a reputation as a formidable competitor, and many retailers have been forced to change their business models in order to stay profitable once Wal-Mart enters their markets. A major development in recent years at Wal-Mart has been the deterioration in its market image because of accusations of unfair labor practices. The firm is currently defending several lawsuits involving its employment practices, and these have generated



significant and damaging press coverage.



Competitive Forces and Wal-Mart Threat of new entrants. Wal-Mart's cost advantage arises from a famously efficient distribution system, which requires enormous scale and massive capital investment.



The barriers to entry for a broad-based discounter are very high. However, Wai-Mart competes with a large variety of specialized retailers in specific types of products, where barriers to entry may be quite low.



Threat of substitutes. The threat of substitutes in rhe retailing industry arises largely from the potential elimination of brick-and-mortar retailers by Internet-based retailing. To mitigate this threat, Wal-Mart has launched its own Internet-based sales effort. Bargaining power of buyers. The bargaining power of buyers is virtually non-existent.



Individual consumers have essentially no bargaining leverage against global corporate Page 50
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Study Session 11 Cross-R Program Curriculum, Wilume 4, page 147 Demand analysis. Once an analyst develops a macroeconomic forecast, an industry classification (e.g., life cycle, business cycle}, and an external factor review, she is in a



position to assess future demand for the industry's output. Typically, the analyst would begin with the macroeconomic factors that affect the industry's revenues. For example, she might look at the historical relationship between GDP growth and the growth in company revenues.



The GDP-based forecast may be further improved with koowledge of industry classification. For example, an analyst may slightly increase the base revenue growth estimate for growth industries. The forecast may be further improved by incorporating external factors. For example, such forecasts may be affected by the prospect for governmental action regarding the industry or by a foreign competitor entering the



industry. Two additional sources of information may also prove useful in sharpening demand forecasts. These are:



I. A study of the firms customers. For example, the analyst could divide the firm's customers into market segments (e.g.• residential, commercial, and industrial) and forecast anticipated changes in demand for each segment.



2. A study of the industry's inputs and outputs. For example, the output of one industry (e.g., lumber industry) is often an input for another (e.g., housing construction). By studying the expected output growth in the housing industry, the analyst is in a better position to determine the demand for lumber.



Supply analysis. In the long term, it is appropriate to assume that supply will equal demand. In the short term, however, demand can be more or less than supply. For



example, the potential for a shortfall in supply is most applicable for industries that require long lead times to add new capaciry. Another possibiliry for shortfall occurs when capacity is disabled due to extraordinary events such as natural disasters.



Capacity utilization: putting demand and supply together. The analyst should obtain data on the aggregate size of the potential supply of output from a given industryincluding foreign entities-and compare this with projected demand for the industry's



output. This is rypically done in the form of capacity utilization data.
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Cross-Reference to CFA lostitute Assigned Reading #37 -lodustry Analysis &ample: Capacity utilization in the paper industty Suppose the analyst has forecast available capacity for the years 2009 through 2011 as 102, 101, and 104 million tons. Expected demand over the same three years is forecast to be 74.5, 75.8, and 80.1 million tons. Compure the trend in projected capacity utilization in the pa.per industry over the nat three years. Anawcr: Capacity utilization is equal to expected demand divided by available capacity. As shown in the following figure, capacity utilization in the paper industry is projected to increase over the nat three years. Capacity Utilization in the Paper lndustty



Availa.ble capacity (millions of tons}



2009



2010



2011



102.0



101.0



104.0



Expected demand (millions of rons)



74.5



75.8



80.1



Capacity utilization (%)



73%



75%



77%



LOS 3 7 .f. Explain factors that affect industry pricing practices.



CFA ® Program Curriculum, VO/umt 4, pagt 152 Given the supply and demand data, the analyst is in a position to estimate pricing trends within an industry. In addition to supply and demand, at least four factors contribute to a firm's profitability and pricing decisions: 1.



Product segmentation. This refers to a firm's ability to differentiate its product over various market segments (e.g., branded versus generic products) and charge premium prices.



2.



Industry concentration. The fewer the competitors, the greater the concentration. The greater the concentration, the greater the likelihood that pricing actions will be broadly coordinated, thus reducing the probability of serious price competition.



3. Ea.e of industry entry. Greater ease of entry will have the effect of reducing prices toward the marginal cost of production. Industries that have large barriers to entry (e.g., large capital outlays for facilities) will find it easier to maintain premium pricing. 4.
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Supply input price. For example, chemical companies rely on oil as a major input to their production processes. A change in the price of oil will have major implications for the profitabiliry of the chemical industry.
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KEY CONCEPTS LOS 37.a An industry analysis model should incorporate the following factors: industry classification, external factor review, demand analysis, supply analysis, profitability analysis, and international competition and markets review. LOS 37.b The life cycle model recognizes that industries go through phases, each of which will be associated with a differing degree of vitaliry: Pioneer. Acceptance of the product or service is uncertain, and the correct strategy may be unclear. Growth. Growth companies can prosper in all stages of the business cycle. Mature. Industry growth now corresponds to the growth of the genetal economy. Decline. Shifting tastes or technologies have overtaken the industry, and demand for its products steadily decreases. LOS 37.c The business cycle reaction approach classifies industries by their behavior during the various phases of the business cycle: Growth industry stocks experience accelerating sales and high profit margins during all phases of the business cycle. Defensive industry stocks are much less cyclical than the overall market because demand for their products tends to be relatively independent of the business cycle. Cyclical industry stocks vary directly with the business cycle because product demand tends to increase during the expansion and peak phases and drop off significantly during the recessionary phase. LOS 37.d Outside forces can have a fundamental impact on an industry's fortunes. Five such outside forces are: Technology: For industries in the pioneer phase, will the invention be successful? For mature industries, the concern is whether or not competition from new technologies will supplant the old technology. Government, through regulations, taxes, and subsidies, has its hands in almost every phase of industry. Social changes: (I) Fashion changes tend to be more short-term in nature and, as a result, are relatively unpredictable. (2) Lifestyle changes genetally occur over a longer-term horizon, which makes them easier to incorporate into the analysis. Demography: Demographic trends are relatively easy to predict, but the implications for industry analysis are very difficult to forecast. Foreign in8uences: A foreign competitor with a comparative advantage can decimate an entire industry, while increasing prosperity in foreign countries creates new demand for output from other industries.
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Cross-Reference to CFA lostitute Assigned Reading #37 -lodustry Analysis WS37.e Demand analysis. Typically, the analyst would begin with the macroeconomic factors that affect the industry's revenues. GDP growth vs. growth in company revenues. Knowledge of industry classification. External factors. A study of the firm's customers. A study of the industry's inputs and outputs. Supply analysis. In the long-term, it is appropriate to assume that supply will equal demand. In the short-term, however, demand can be more or less than supply. The analyst should obtain data on the aggregate size of the potential supply of output from a given industry (including foreign entities) and compare this with projected demand for the industry's output. This is rypically done in the form of capacity utilization data.



WS37.f In addition to supply and demand, at least four factors contribute to a firm's profitability and pricing decisions: Product segmentation: This refers to a firm's ability to differentiate its product over varying market segments (e.g., branded vs. generic products), and thus charge higher



prices. Industry concentration: The fewer the competitors, the greater the concentration. The greater the concentration, the greater the likelihood that pricing actions will be broadly coordinated, thus reducing the probabiliry of cutthroat price competition. Ease of industry entry: Greater ease of entry will have the effect of reducing prices toward the marginal cost of production. Industries which have large barriers to entry (e.g., large capital outlays for facilities) will find it easier to maintain premium pricing. Supply input price: For example, chemical companies rely on oil as a major input to their production processes. & such, a change in the price of oil will have major implications for the profitabiliry of the chemical industry.
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CONCEPT CHECKERS I.



John Fischer is rhe chief financial analyst for TCI Semiconductors, Inc. Fischer forecasts the following supply and demand for products in the semiconductor



industry. Projections for year ending·



Available capacity (in billions) Expected demand (in billions)



.Nl!2 585 325



2llli!



2lill.



615 385



620 450



Based on his forecasts, the capacity utilization for 2009 is closest to: A. 44.4%. B. 55.6%. c. 179.9%. 2.



Which of rhe following is llum< 4, pag• 225 We have been using DDMs to determine the value of a stock, assuming that we know the dividends and required rates of return. The models are just as useful in determining the required rate of return, given the current value and dividends of a stock. No matter which model you're using (whether it's a two-stage OOM, H-model, three-stage OOM, or a spreadsheet model), in theory this is easy: Givm all th< othidends]x[nctincome]x[~]x[ net mcome



sales



total assets



totalass~ . ] stockholders eqwty



This has also been called the PRAT model, where SGR is a function of the profit margin (P), the retention rate (R), the asset turnover (A), and financial leverage (T). Two of these factors are functions of the firm's financing decisions (leverage and earnings retention), and two are functions of performance (return on assets equals profit margin



multiplied by asset turnover). These factors can be used as building blocks in developing an estimate of a firm's growth. If the actual growth rate is forecasted to be greater than SGR, the firm will have to issue equity unless the firm increases its retention ratio, profit margin, total asset turnover, or leverage.



Profossor~ Nott:



Technically. tht corrtct way to calculatt sustainablt growth ratt



is with ROE bastd on beginning shartho/Jm' equity. Howtvtr, it is often dont with avmzge equity as an approximation. On the exam, use whichever method is sptcifitd in tht qutstion.



&ample: Calculating ROE and SGR Halo Corntruction has been successful in • mature industty. Over the last three years, Halo has •veraged • profit mugin of 10%, • total asset turnover of 1.8, and a leverage ratio of 1.25. Assuming Halo continues to distribute 40% ofits earnings as dividends, calculate its long-term SGR. Answer:



g=PxRxAxT g • 0.10 X (1- 0.4)



X



J.8 X J.25 • 0.135 • J3.5%



Profossor~ Nott: Sustainable growth ratt is a vtry, vtry important topic. Maltt surt you know how to calculatt ROE and SGR givtn a balanct shttt and an income statement, as in the following example.
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Example: Calculating ROE and SGR Given the following partial balance sheets and income statement for Far Horizons



Company, calculate three components of the ROE (using the DuPont model) :md the sustainable growth rate for 2008 based on beginning balance sheet values. Assume the dividend payout ratio is 30%. All values are in millions ofUSD. Far Horizona Income Statement lru:ome st4tmJmt for foc.d yur 2008



$40.0



Sales



$1.8



Net income



Far Horizons Balance Sheet &Wtru:e sheet foe•/ ye•r nul 2007 and 2008



A.sets



2007



2008



$30.0



$50.0



Liabilities Equity



Total



$30.0



$50.0



Total



2007



2008



$10.0



$20.0



20.0



30.0



$30.0



$50.0



Answer:



80 profit margin= $1. = 0.045 = 4.5% $40.00 asset turnover= $40.00 = 1.333



$30.00 30 00 financial leverage= $ · = 1.5 $20.00 ROE= (0.045)x(1.333}x(1.5} = O.Q9 = 9.0% g = ROExb = 9.0%x(l-0.30} = 6.3%



LOS 39.o: Demonstrate the use of spreadsheet modeling to forecast dividends and value common shares. CPA® Program Curriculum, Volume 4, page 238 We have previously noted that, in practice, financial analysts are much more likely to use a spreadsheet than any of the stylized models present here when valuing equity securities.
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The reason for rhis is rhe inherent flexibility and computational accuracy of spreadsheet modeling. A firm's dividends (or cash Haws) often do not grow at a smooth rate for an extended



period. When changes in dividends can be predicted, rhere can obviously be more rhan two or three stages of change involved. Moreover, there are often idiosyncratic events that, even if they can be predicted, do not fit neatly into any of the patterns required



by rhese models. Using a spreadsheet is relatively straightforward and can accommodate nearly any pattern rhat rhe analyst can imagine.



Step 1: Establish rhe base level of cash flows or dividends. In the case of dividends, this would ordinarily be either the amount paid over the preceding year or some



normalized level based upon projected firm earnings. Step 2: Estimate changes in rhe firm's dividends for rhe foreseeable future (also known as rhe supernormal growrh period} and project future cash dividends on rhe basis of these estimates. Because the spreadsheet can be programmed in a virtually infinite series of combinations, any dividend pattern desired can be achieved.



Step 3: Because an equity security has an infinite life, rhe analyst needs to estimate what normalized level of growrh will occur at rhe end of rhe supernormal growrh period. This allows for an estimate of a terminal value, representing the cash flow (i.e., rhe firm's value if sold at this time} to be received at the end of rhe supernormal growrh period. Step 4: Discount all projected dividends and rhe terminal value back to today to obtain an estimate of the firm's current value.



The last step is where rhe use of rhe spreadsheet really pays off. The analyst is in position to conduct detailed scenario analyses wherein the model inputs can be altered to see how changes in the pattern of future dividends, interest rates, and firm risk affect firm valuation estimates.



The bottom line is rhat performing rhe above analysis for a period of 10 or 20 years is relatively easy wirh a spreadsheet but would be all but impossible with any of rhe stylized models presented.



LOS 39.p: Evaluate whether a stock is overvalued, fairly valued, or undervalued by the market based on a DDM estimate of value.



CFA ® Program Curriculum, W.lume 4, page 226 If a stock is trading at a price (market price} higher rhan rhe price implied by a dividend discount model (model price}, rhe stock is considered to be overvalued by rhe market. Similarly, if the market price is lower than the model price, the stock is considered to be undervalued by rhe market, and if rhe model price is equal to the market price, rhe stock is considered to be fairly valued by rhe market.
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KEY CONCEPTS LOS 39.a In stock valuation models, there are three predominant definitions of future cash flows: dividends, free cash How, and residual income. Dividends are appropriate when: The company has a history of dividend payments. The dividend policy is clear and related to the earnings of the firm. The asset is being valued from the position of a minority shareholder. Free cash How is appropriate when: The company does not have a dividend payment history or has a dividend payment history that is not related to earnings. The free cash flow corresponds with the firm's profitability. The asset is being valued from the position of a controlling shareholder. Residual income is most appropriate for firms that: Do not have dividend payment histories. Have negative free cash How for the foreseeable future. Have transparent financial reporting and high-quality earnings. LOS 39.b Stock valuation can be approached using DDMs for single periods, two periods, and multiple holding periods. No matter what the holding period, the stock price is the present value of the forecasted dividends plus the present value of the estimated terminal value, discounted at the required return. LOS 39.c The Gordon growth model assumes that: Dividends grow at a constant growth rate. Dividend policy is related to earnings. Required rate of return r is greater than the long-term constant growth rate g. D x(l+g)



EL_



r-g



r-g



0 Yo = --"---'---'"'-



LOS 39.d If P0 is fairly priced:



P0 =V0 =D 1 /(r-g) g=r-(D 1 /P 0)
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WS39.c The value of an asset is equal to the current earning stream divided



by the required



return, plus the present value of growth opportunities (PVGO): value =



earnings + PVGO required return



WS39.f The Gordon growth model can also be used to estimate justified leading and trailing P/E ratios based on the fundamentals of the firm: justified leading P/E =



~ = 1~



b r-g



justified trailing P/E =Po = (1-b)x(1+g) E0 r-g



WS39.g The value of a fixed-rate perpetual preferred stock is equal to the dividend divided by the required return:



D value of perpemal preferred shares = ___£.



'P WS39.h The GGM has a number of characteristics that make it useful and appropriate for many applications:



Very applicable to stable, mature dividend-paying firms. Can be applied to indices very easily. Easily communicated and explained because of its straightfurward approach. Useful in determining price-implied growth rates, required rates of return, and value



of growth opportunities. Can be added to other more complex valuations. There are also some characteristics that limit the applications of the Gordon model: Valuations are very sensitive to estimates of growth rates and required rates of return, both of which are difficult to estimate with precision.



The model cannot be easily applied to non-dividend-paying stocks. Unpredictable growth patterns of some firms would make using the model difficult.



WS39.i,l Multistage growth models have a number of strengths and a few limitations. Strengths: Multiple-stage DDMs are flexible. The models can be used to estimate values given assumptions of growth and required return or to derive required returns and projected growth rates implied by market prices.



The models enable the analyst to review all of the assumptions built into the models and to consider the impact of different assumptions.



The models are very easily constructed and computed with the use of spreadsheet software.
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Limitations: The estimates are only as good as the assumptions and projections used as inputs. A model must be fully understood in order for the analyst to arrive at accurate estimates. Without a clear understanding of the model, the effects of assumptions cannot be determined. The estimates of value are very sensitive to the assumptions of growth and required return. Formulas and data input can lead to errors that are difficult to identifY. There are several multistage growth models, with the most appropriate being the one that most closely matches the firm's actual growth pattern. The terminal value for multistage models is estimated using the Gordon growth model or market price multiples. The two-stage model has two distinct stages with a stable rate of growth during each stage. The H-model also has two stages but assumes that the growth rate declines at a constant linear rate during the first stage and is stable in the second stage:



The three-stage modd can either have stable growth rates in each of the three stages or have a linearly declining rate in the second stage. The spreadsheet model can incorporate any number of stages with specified rates of growth for each stage. This is most easily modded with a computer spreadsheet. LOS 39.j Most firms go through a pattern of growth that includes three stages: An initial growth stage, where the firm has rapidly increasing earnings, little or no dividends, and heavy reinvestment. A transition stage, in which earnings and dividends are still increasing but at a slower rate as competitive forces reduce profit opportunities and the need for reinvestment. A marore stage, in which earnings grow at a stable but slower rate, and payout ratios are stabilizing as reinvestment matches depreciation and asset maintenance requirements. LOS 39.k No matter which dividend discount modd we use, we have to estimate a terminal value using either the Gordon growth model or the market multiple approach. The Gordon growth modd assumes that in the future, dividends will begin to grow at a constant, long-term rate. Then the terminal value at that point is just the value derived from the Gordon growth model. Using market price multiples to estimate the terminal value involves, for example, forecasting earnings and a P/E ratio at the forecast horizon and then estimating the terminal value as the P/E multiplied by the earnings estimate.
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WS39.m The Gordon growth model can be used to estimate the equity risk premium based on expectational data:



GGM equity risk premium = one-year forecasted dividend yield on market index + consensus longpterm earnings growth rate -longpterm government bond yield



The required rate of return is the return necessary to compensate the investor for taking on the systematic risk of holding the asset. The expected rate of return is the return the investor expects to earn given forecasts of future dividends and the terminal value.



WS39.n The SGR is defined as the rate that earnings (and dividends} can continue to grow indefinitely, assuming that a firm's debt-to-equity ratio is unchanged and it doesn't issue any new equity. It can be derived from the relationship between the firm's retention rate and ROE as determined by the DuPont formula:



g=(netincom_e-dividends)x(netincome)x(~)x( net mcome



sales



total assets



totalass~ts . ) stockholders eqwty



This has also been ealled the PRAT model, where SGR is a function of the profit margin (P), the retention rate (R), the asset turnover (A), and the degree of financial leverage (T). Use beginning-of-period balance sheet values unless otherwise instructed.



WS39.o In practice, financial analysts are much more likely to use a spreadsheet than any of the stylized models present here when valuing equity securities. The reason for this is the



inherent flexibility and computational accuracy of spreadsheet modeling. Steps include: Establish the base level of cash flows or dividends. Estimate changes in the firm's dividends for the foreseeable future. Estimate what normalized level of growth will occur at the end of the supernormal growth period, allowing for an estimate of a terminal value.



Discount and sum all projected dividends and the terminal value back to today. WS39.p If model price is lower (higher, equal to} than the market price, the stock is considered overvalued (undervalued, fairly valued} by the market.
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CONCEPT CHECKERS I.



JCI Incorporated pays an annual dividend of 5.00 Canadian dollars (C$). The company is expected to continue paying this dividend with no future growth in dividends. Investors require a 9% rate of return on this investment. The current risk-free rate is 4%. The current stock value of JCI Incorporated is closest to: A. C$55.56. B. C$100.00. C. C$125.00.



2.



The current stock price ofMCD is $89.00. The current dividend for MCD is $2.50, and dividends are expected to grow at a constant rate of 8%. The required return for MCD is closest to: A. 3%. B. 8%. c. 11%.



3.



An analyst has determined that the required rate of rerum for an equiry invesrment in shares of Global Partners is 10.5%. If the risk-free rate is 6% and Global's beta is 1.2, the current equity risk premium is closest to: A. 3.75%. B. 4.50%. c. 9.75%.



4.



Restoration Software is a growth stock that has never paid a dividend. Free cash flow is forecasted to be negative for the next five years because of Restoration's aggressive expansion plans. Restoration has always received an unqualified opinion from its auditors and is generally considered to have highqualiry earnings. Which of the following models is most appropriatt to value Restoration? A. Free cash flow to the firm model. B. Free cash flow to equiry model. C. Residual income model.



5.



Which of the following is most appropriate to use as an estimate of the market risk premium in the capital asset pricing model (CAPM)? A. Geometric mean of historical returns on a market index. B. Arithmetic mean of historical returns on a market index. C. One-year forecasted market index dividend yield plus long-term earnings growth forecast minus long-term government bond yield.



6.



CFCRegs, Inc., just paid a dividend of $2.00 per share. The required rerum is 13%, and the stock is currently trading at $30.28 per share. The growth rate implied by the Gordon growth model is closest to: A. 4%. B. 6%. c. 8%.
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7.



Aerosail Company exhibits the following fundamental characteristics: Profit matgins are higher than the industry average but have fallen over the last four years from 45% to 32%. Free cash flow to equity is positive and has grown 18% in the last two years. Dividend payout has increased from 5% to 15% in the last three years. What phase of the life cycle is Aerosail most likely in, and which dividend discount model is most appropriatt to value the company's common stock? Phase Model A. Transition Gordon growth B. Transition Multistage Gordon growth C. Growth



8.



An analyst forecasts dividends over the next three years for Aerosail Company of



$1.00, $2.00, and $2.50. He forecasts a terminal value in three years of $52.00. Aerosail is currently selling for $39.71. The implied required return based on the analyst forecast is closest to: A. 10.2%. B. 13.5%. c. 14.8%. Use the information below to answer Questions 9 through 13. Jamie Johnson, CFA, has been asked by her supervisor to evaluate the value of two stocks in the recreational vehicle industry, AAA Motorhomes (AAA) and Three Star Travelers (TST). Johnson compiled analyst information for the two companies in Table I. The market is expected to earn II% in the next period, and the risk-free rate is 4%. Johnson's supervisor has requested that Johnson focus on dividends in estimating the value of the two firms. TABLE! Current ROE Current EPS Retention Ratio Beta



TABLE2 Confidence Risk Time Horizon Risk Inflation Risk Business Cycle Risk Market Timing Risk



9.
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AAA 0.30 $2.50 0.40 1.2



TST 0.22 $4.60 0.30 0.9



Risk Premiums 0.048 0.031 0.045 0.038 -0.018



Factor Sensitivities AAA TST 0.42 0.63 0.47 0.39 0.70 0.51 0.98 0.91 0.05 0.21



The sustainable growth rates for each firm are closest to: AAA TST A. 18.0% 6.6% B. 12.0% 6.6% c. 12.0% 15.4%
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10.



Johnson decides to start by estimating the value of the two stocks using the constant growth dividend discount model and estimating the required rate of



returns using the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). Both firms are expected to grow at their sustainable growth rates. The estimated values are closest to:



AAA



A. $273.54 B. $273.54 c. $420.00



ISI $92.77 $48.57 $92.77



II.



Johnson believes the estimate for TST using the constant dividend discount model (DDM) is appropriate. However, she believes that AAA is expected to grow at a higher rate of 20% for the next four years and then grow at a rate of 7% after that. Using the two-stage model, the current value of AAA is closest to: A. $45.69. B. $58.00. c. $61.62.



12.



After further consideration, Johnson feels the growth rates of AAA and TST are more likely to gradually decline over the next four years and therefore considers the H-model. She estimates TST growth will decline from current 15% to longterm 5% and AAA growth will decline from current 20% to long-term 7%. Johnson estimates the required rate of return for AAA and TST to be 15.3% and 12.6%, respectively. Johnson's estimated values of AAA and TST using the H-model are closest to: AAA ISI A. $15.35 $52.96 B. $24.04 $35.58 c. $24.04 $52.96



13.



Johnson's supervisor also requested a calculation of the justified leading P/E ratios for the two firms using the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) to estimate the required returns. Assuming a worst-case scenario where the earnings



and dividends will grow only at the long-term growth rate for each firm, the justified leading P/E ratios are closm to: AAA TST A. 11.11 12.87 B. 11.11 13.21 c. 11.89 13.21
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CHALLENGE PROBLEMS 14.



EBEE is expected to grow at a rate of 30% for the next five years. After that, competition is expected to lower EBEE's growth to a constant 7% indefinitely. The market risk premium is 6%, and the risk-free rate is 5%. EBEE's beta is 1.2, and the company just paid a dividend of $2.50. The current stock value of EBEE is closest to:



A. $127.28. B. $154.57. c. $191.00.



15.



Beta Forever, Inc., manufactures and distributes a line ofVCRs. The company has fallen on hard times and although it will pay a $4 dividend in the next period, it expects dividends to decline



by 3% per year thereafter. If the discount



rate for the company is 9%, the current value of one share of Beta's common stock is closest to: A. $33.33.



B. $44.44. $66.67.



c. 16.



Titan Industries is not expected to pay a dividend until ten years from now, at which time it is expected to pay a dividend of $1.25 and increase the dividend at a rate of 4% thereafter. If the required rate of return is 12%, the current value of Titan is closest to: A. $5.64.



B. $12.78. $15.63.



c. 17.



Viking Insurance forecasts earnings next year of $4.50 per share. Viking has a dividend payout ratio of 40%. The required return is 15%. Return on equity is 8.33%. The present value of growth opportunities and the value of the stock based on the Gordon growth model are clostst to: PVGO Share value A. $ 4.00 $34.00 B. -$21.00 $ 9.00 c. -$12.00 $18.00



18.



An investor buys a stock he determines to be underpriced in the market. He estimates the required return on the stock to be 14%. If he expects that the stock will still be underpriced at the end of the year, the expected holding-period return:



A. is greater than 14%. B. is less than 14%. C. could be less than, equal to, or greater than 14%.
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Usc the following information to answer Questions 19 and 20. Sally Curren, CFA, has gathered the following information on Jameston Fiber Optics, Inc., GFOI) and industry norms. Selected Financial Data for !FOI (in millions) Total sales: $2,044 (fiscal year 2007) Totalassets: $1,875 (FYE2006) Net income: $322 (fiscal year 2007) Totaldebt: $1,465 (FYE2006)



Industry ratios:



Net profit margin = 15.7% Total asset rornover = 1.1 Return on equity = 40.5%



19.



The return on equity for JFOI is closest to: A. 17.2%. B. 37.4%. c. 78.5%.



20.



Using DuPont analysis, Curten determines that the most influential factor(s) that management used to increase the ROE for JFOI compared to the industry is (are): A. asset efficiency. B. profitability. C. leverage.



Usc the following information to answer Questions 21 and 22. Lisa Design pays a current annual dividend of €2.00 and is currently growing at a rate of 20%. This rate is expected to decline to 10% over four years and remain at that level indefinitely. The required rate of return for an investment in Lisa Design is 18%.



21.



The current estimated value of Lisa Design using the Hpmodel is closest to: A. €24.22. B. €29.78. c. €32.50.



22.



Suppose instead that the 20% growth rate is apected to persist for four years and then decline immediately to 10%, at which level it will remain indefinitely. The current estimated value of Lisa Design is closest to: A. €31.99. B. €32.50. c. €37.78.
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23.



Jill Smarr is an analyst with Allen ron Parrners. Jill is reviewing the valuation of three companies (P, Q, and R) using the dividend discount model (DDM) and their corresponding current market prices.



The information below summarizes the findings: Stock Market price



DDM price



p



Q



35 40



40



35



R 38 38



Based on the above information, which statement best describes the market's valuation of P, Q, and R? A. P is overvalued, Q is undervalued, and R is fairly valued. B. P is undervalued, Q is fairly valued, and R is overvalued. C. P is undervalued, Q is overvalued, and R is fairly valued.
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ANSWERS- CONCEPT CHECKERS 1.



A



The value of a perpetuity (equal payments forever) is equal to annual cash flow divided by required return:



v = C$ 5.00 = C$55.56 0.09



2.



C



The constant DDM can be used to solve for the required rate of return: r= Do x(1+g) +g= $2.50xl.08 +0.08=0.110= 11.0% $89 P0



3.



A



We are reversing the usual use of the CAPM equation to solve for the equity premium applicable to the market or index, given the beta. Usually we assume a beta and an equity market premium and solve for a required rate of return. r = 'rl.km. + ~ (equity risk premium) 0.105 = 0.06 + 1.2 (equity risk premium) equity risk premium= 0.0375 = 3.75%



4.



C



Residual income models are the best valuation method if the firm does not pay dividends, has negative free cash flow over the forecast horizon, and has transparent financial reporting and high earnings quality.



5.



C



The Gordon growth model equity risk premium (choice C) is appropriate for estimating the market risk premium. The geometric or arithmetic mean of the excess market returns (NOT the actual returns on the market itself, as in choices A and B) is also appropriate.



6. B Solve the following equation for g. 30.28 =



2 1 ( +g) 0.13-g



30.28(0.13- g)= 2(1 +g) 3.9364- 30.28g = 2 + 2g 1.9364 - 32.28g g=6%



7.



B



Based on its fundamentals, Aero sail is most appropriately categorized as being in the transition phase. Multistage models are most appropriate for firms in the transition phase.
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8.



B



Solve for the internal rate of return of the expected cash flows. CFO = -39.71



COl= 1.00 C02 = 2.00 C03 = 54.50 = 52.00 + 2.50 CPT -+ IRR 13.5% 9.



B



Sustainable growth is equal to return on equity multiplied by retention ratio:



SGR(AAA) = 0.30x0.40 = 0.120 = 12.0% SGR(TST) = 0.22x0.30 = 0.066 = 6.6% 10. C



The required returns for the rwo companies based on the CAPM are calculated bdow.



AAA: r - 0.04 + 1.2(0.11- 0.04) - 0.04 + 0.084 - 0.124 TST: r = 0.04 + 0.9(0.11- 0.04) = 0.04 + 0.063 = 0.103 The current values of the two stocks using the constant DDM are calculated next. Sustainable growth is equal to return on equity multiplied by retention ratio:



SGR(AAA) = 0.30x0.40 = 0.120 = 12.0% SGR(TST) = 0.22 x 0.30 = 0.066 = 6.6% Current dividend is current EPS multiplied by payout ratio:



D0 (AAA) = $2.50x(i-0.4) = $1.50 D0 (TST) = $4.60x(l-0.3) = $3.22 Value is calculated with the Gordon constant growth modd:



P0 (AAA)= $1. 50x1.1 2 =$420.00 0.124-0.12 P. (TST)= $3.22xl.066 0
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AAKs stock price today can be calculated using the two-stage model. Start by finding the value of the dividends during the high growth period of five years. D 0 - (current EPS)(1- retention ratio) - $2.50" (1- 0.40) - $1.50 D 1 = D0 (1 + g) 1 = $1.50(1.2) 1 = $1.800 D 2 = D0 (1 + g) 2



=



$1.50(1.2) 2 = $2.160



D 3 = D0 (1 + g) 3 = $1.50(1.2) 3 = $2.592 D 4 - D0 (1 + g)• - $1.50(1.2)• - $3.110 Next, find the value of the stock at the beginning of the constant growth period using the constant dividend discount model: P4



= _!'2_ r-g



CAPM: r - 0.04 + (1.2 " 0.07) - 0.124 D5 =D4 x(1+g)=$3.11Xl.07= $3.3277 p. =



..!2... = r-g



$3.3277 = $61.624 0.124-0.07



The easiest way to proceed is to use the NPV function in the financial calculator.



CF0 - 0; CF 1 - 1.8; CF2 I



-



2.16; CF3



-



2.592; CF4



-



3.110 + 61.624 - 64.734



= 12.4; NPV = 45.69



The value of the firm today is $45.69 per share. 12. C



The estimated value of AAA using the H-model is calculated as follows:



v, =



($1.50 X1.07)+ [ $1.50 X~X (0.20 -O.o?)] 0.153-0.o?



$24.o4



The estimated value ofTST using the H-model is calculated as follows:



($3.22 X1.05)+ [ $3.22 X~ x(0.15 -0.05)] V0 = 13. B



0.126-0.05



$52.96



The CAPM-required returns and the current dividends for both stocks are from the answer to Problem 10.



1 06 Justified leading P/E (AAA) = - b = - -·-= 11.11 r-g 0.124-0.07 1 07 Justified leading P/E (Tsn = - b = - --·- - = 13.21 r-g 0.103-0.05
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ANSWERS- CHALLENGE PROBLEMS



14. A



EBEE's stock price today can be calculated using the two-stage model. Start by finding the value of the dividends during the high-growth period of five years.



D 1 = D 0 (1 + g) 1 = $2.50(1.30) 1 = $3.25 D2 = D 0 (1 + g) 2 = $2.50(1.30) 2 = $4.225 D 3 = D 0 (1 + g) 3 = $2.50(1.30) 3 = $5.493 D4 - D 0(! + g) 4 - $2.50(1.30) 4 - $7.140 D 5 = D 0 (1 + g) 5 = $2.50(1.30)5



=



$9.282



(Alternatively, you could use your financial calculator to solve for the future value to find D,. D 2 , D 3 , D 4, and D 5.)



Next find the value of the stock at the beginning of the constant growth period using the



constant dividend discount model: P5 = ~ r-g CAPM: r = 0.05 + (1.2 x 0.06) = 0.122



D6 =D5 x(l+g)=$9.282xl.07=$9.932 P5



=~=~=$191.00 r-g



0.122-0.07



The easiest way to proceed is to use the NPV function on the financial calculator.



CF0 = 0; CF 1 = 3.25; CF2 = 4.225; CF 3 = 5.493; CF4 = 7.140; CF 5 = 9.282 + 191.00 = 200.282



I= 12.2; NPV = 127.28 The value of the firm today is $127.28 per share.



t



4 0 $ ) 0.09- -0.03



15. A



The growth rate is -3%. Therefore, stock value = El_ =



16. A



We calculate the value of the expected cash flows at nine years because the formula uses



r-g



$33.33.



the value of the dividend oft + 1 and then discounts that value to the present at the required rate of return of 12%.



v,=~=$15.63 0.12-0.04



v. 0
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The PVGO must be less than zero because the ROE is less than the required return, but the firm is still retaining and reinvesting its cash flow. That means it is destroying value!



D1 = $4.50x0.40 = $1.80 g = 0.0833x(1-0.4) = 0.05 = 5%



v,=~=$18.oo 0.15-0.05



V0 =~+PVGO r



PVGO= V0



-~ =$18.00- $4·50 =$18.00-$30.00= -$12.00 r



0.15



18. C



The expected holding-period return (HPR) depends on how underpriced the stock is at the end of the year versus the beginning. The only thing we know for sure is that if the stock is expected to be properly valued at the end of the year, expected HPR > 14%.



19. C



ROE



20. C



The higher ROE for JFOI is largdy due to higher leverage. Assets-to-equity for the industry is calculated as:



322 $ $1,875-$1,465



78.5%



0.405 - 0.1570 x l.l x (assets/equity)



=?



(assets/equity) - 2.35



The ratios for JFOI are calculated as:



322 (NI/sales) = $ = 0.1575 $2,044 2 044 (sales/assets)= $ • = 1.09 $1,875 (



,f



•



)



assers,eqwty



$1,875 $1,875-$1,465



$1,875 = 4.57 $410



The comparison of DuPont equations for JFOI and the industry are shown below. ROE "' profitability x asset efficiency x leverage ROE - NI!sales x sales/assets x assets/equity



Industry: 0.405 = 0.1570



JFOI: 0.785



=



0.1575



X



x l.l x



1.09



X



2.35



4.57



Therefore, the higher leverage resulted in a larger ROE for JFOI relative to the industry.
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21. C



The H-model uses a half-life factor equal to one-half of the declining stage in years. This approach values the dividend growth at the long-term rate and adds an estimate for the additional value of the supernormal growth during the first stage.



[ €2.00 x(uo)J+[ €2.00 x ( V=
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i) x(0.20-0.10)]



2 (0.18-0.10)



€32.50



22. C



Intuitively, we know that the two-stage model will generate a higher estimate of value than €32.50 because the higher growth rate of stage one is expected to last throughout the stage rather than declining as in the H -model. That means C is the only possible answer.



23. C



Stock P has model price higher than the market price and heoce is undervalued by the market. Stock Q has model price lower than the market price and hence is overvalued by the market. Stock R has model price equal to the market price and hence is fairly valued.
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The foUowing i1 a review of the EqWty Jnvenmenu principles daigned to addre11 the lea.rni.ng outcome Jtatemenu let forth by CFA Institute•. This topic is Wo coveted in:



FREE CASH FLOW VALUATION Study Se~&ion 12



EXAM FOCUS This topic review introduces the concept of free cash Row. The value of a firm's stock is calculated by forecasting free cash Row to the firm (FCFF) or free cash Row to equity (FCFE) and discounting these cash flows back to the present at the appropriate required rate of return. FCFF or FCFE are the appropriate models to use when (I) the firm doesn't pay dividends at all or pays out fewer dividends than dictated by its cash flow, (2) free cash Row tracks profitability, or (3) the analyst takes a corporate control perspective. Make sure you see the parallels between the free cash Row framework and the discounted dividend framework (i.e., the basic free cash flow model is analogous to the Gordon growth model). Memorize the formulas for FCFF and FCFE. This is a very important test topic, as many analysts prefer free cash flow models to dividend discount models.



WARM-UP: FREE CASH FLOW Forget about all the complicated financial statement rdationships for a minute and simply picture the firm as a cash processor. Cash flows into the firm in the form of revenue as it sells its product. and cash flows out as it pays its cash operating expenses (e.g., salaries and taxes. but not interest expense, which is a financing and not an operating expense). The firm takes the cash that's left over and makes short-term net investments in working capital (e.g., inventory and receivables) and long-term investments in property, plant, and equipment (PP&E). The cash that remains is available to pay out to the firm's investors: bondholders and common shareholders {let's assume for the moment that the firm has not issued preferred stock). T hat pile of remaining cash is called free cash flow to the firm (FCFF) because it's frt• to pay out to the firm's investors (see Figure 1). The formal definition ofFCFF is the cash available to all of the firm's investors, including stocltholders and bondholders, after the firm buys and sells products, provides services, pays its cash operating expenses, and makes shortand long-term investments. ~ Proftssor~



~



Nott: Taxts paid art includtd in tht definition ofcash optrating txptnsts for purpom ofdtfiningfrtt cash flow, tvtn though taxts artn't gtntrally considtrtd a part ofoptrating incomt.



What does the firm do with its FCFF? First, it takes care of its bondholders because common shareholders are paid after all creditors. So it makes interest payments to bondholders and borrows more money from them or pays some of it back. However, making interest payments to bondholders has one advantage for common shareholders: it reduces the tax bill.
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B0



r-g



12 2.14=1+ ROE-0. =?R0E=0.20=20% 0.12-0.05



ANSWERS- CHALLENGE PROBLEMS 11. A



The single-stage residual income modd is: V0 =B0 +



,_(Rc_O_E_---'r)_xB--"0 I r-g



I



The second term in the equation is the present value of future expected residual income. Rocky's ROE is greater than its cost of equity capital, so that second term is positive. That means intrinsic value is greater than book value, and the justified price-to-book ratio is greater than one.



12. A



ROE is equal to forecasted earnings per share divided by current book value per share: ROE= $0.45 = 0.10 = 10% $4.50 The single-stage residual income modd is: (,R....:cO_E_-....!.r)_xB__,0 I V0 =B0 +r-g I



The second term in the equation is the present value of future expected residual income. The ROE is equal to the cost of equity capital (both are 10%), so the second term is zero. That means intrinsic value is equal to book value and the justified price-to-book ratio is equal to one.



13. C



Improperly capitalizing expenditures that should have been expensed will cause return on equity and book value forecasts to be overstated. Correcting the valuation to reflect the overstatement of both of these forecasts would cause the ROE estimate to decrease, the book value per share to decrease, and the intrinsic value from the residual income model to decrease.
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14. B



The foreign currency translation gains were recorded directly to equity as part of comprehensive income and were not reflected in income, so his ROE forecast was understated. If he expects these gains to continue, he should revise his forecast upward of ROE. Book value was not affected, however, because the gains were recorded to equity. Correcting the valuation to reflect these changes would cause his ROE estimate to increase, the book value per share to stay the same, and the intrinsic value from the residual income model to increase.



15. C



Stock P has model price higher than the market price and hence is undervalued by the market. Stock Q has model price lower than the market price and hence is overvalued by the market. Stock R has model price equal to the market price and hence is fairly valued.
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The following is a review of the Equity Investment& principlea deaigned to a.d.dreaa the learning outcome statements set forth by CFA Institute®. TIW topic ia also coveted in:



PRIVATE COMPANY VALUATION Study Session 12



EXAM FOCUS For the exam, be familiar with differences berween private and public companies and know the different definitions and approaches for value estimation. Be prepared to normalize earnings, determine an appropriate discount rate, and calculate private firm value using the income, market, and asset-based approaches. Know when and how discounts for control



and marketability are applied.



WARM-UP The valuation of private companies has application in both the private equity and public equity world. Public firms frequendy possess or consider buying start-up operations that



can be valued using private equity valuation principles. Goodwill from acquisitions and venture capital investments can also be valued using private firm valuation principles and techniques.



LOS 43.a: Compare public and private company valuation. CFA® Program Curriculum, Volume 4, page 527 Private firms encompass sole proprietorships, privatdy hdd corporations, and previously



public companies that have been taken private. The characteristics that distinguish private and public companies can be delineated into company-specific and stock-specific factors.



Company-Specific Factors Company-specific factors include the following.



Stage oflifocycle: Private companies are typically less mature than public firms. Sometimes, however, private firms are mature firms or bankrupt firms near liquidation.



The valuation analysis will vary with the lifecycle stage of the firm.



Size: Private firms typically have less capital, fewer assets, and fewer employees than public firms and, as such, can be riskier. Accordingly, private firms are ofren valued using greater risk premiums and greater required returns compared to public firms. A lack of access to public equity markets can constrain a private firm's growth. However, the



regulatoty burden associated with issuing public equity may outweigh the benefits of greater access to funds.
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Quality and depth ofmanagement: Smaller private firms may not be able to attract as many qualified applicants as public firms. This may reduce the depth of management, slow growth, and increase risk at private firms. Managtmentlshareholder overlap: In most private firms, management has a substantial ownership position. In this case, external shareholders have less influence and the firm may be able to take a longer-term perspective.



Short-term investors: Although manager compensation in public firms often includes incentive compensation such as stock options, shareholders often focus on short-term measures of performance such as the level and consistency of quarterly earnings. In such cases, management may take a shorter-term view compared to private firms where managers are long-term holders of significant equity interests. Quality offinancial and other information: Public firms are required to make timely, in-depth financial disclosures. A potential creditor or equity investor in a private firm will have less information than is available for a public firm. This leads to greater uncertainty, higher risk, and reduces private firm valuations. Note that in the case of fairness opinions for private firm valuations, the analyst typically has complete access to the firm's financial statements and business records. Taxes: Private firms may be more concerned with taxes than public firms due to the impact of taxes on private equity owners/managers.



Stock-Specific Factors The stock-specific differences between private and public firms often include the following.



Liquidity: Private company equity typically has fewer potenrial owners and is less liquid than publicly traded equity. Thus, a liquidity discount is often applied in valuing privately held shares. Restrictions on marketability: Private companies often have agreements that prevent shareholders from selling, reducing the marketability of shares. Concentration ofcontrol: The control of private firms is usually concentrated in the hands of a few shareholders, which may lead to greater perquisites and other benefits to owners/managers at the expense of minority shareholders.



Overall, company-specific factors can have positive or negative effects on private company valuations, whereas stock-specific factors are usually a negative. Compared to public companies, private: companies have greater heterogeneity so that the: appropriate: discount rates and methods for valuing them vary widely as well.
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LOS 43.b: Describe uses of private business valuation, and explain applications of greatest concern to financial analysts. CPA® Program Curriculum, Volume 4, page 529 There are three reasons for valuing the total capital and/or equity capital of private companies: transactions, compliance, and litigation.



Transaction-Related Valuations Transactionprelated valuations are necessary when selling or financing a firm.



*nture capital financing: Firms in the development stage often need external financing for capital investment and receive private financing from venture capital investors. To reduce risk to the venture capital investor, the capital is often provided in rounds after the achievement of specific benchmarks known as miltstonts. Valuations are usually subject to negotiation and are somewhat informal due to the uncertainty of future cash



flows. Initial public offiring (!PO): A public sale of the firm's equity increases its liquidity. Investment banks often perform IPO valuations using the values of similar public firms as a benchmark.



Sale in an acquisition: Development-stage or mature private firms are often sold to generate liquidity for the owners. Valuations are usually performed by both the firm and the buyer and are subject to negotiation. Bankruptcy proceedings: For firms in bankruptcy, accurate valuation can help determine whether the firm should be liquidated or reorganized. If it is determined that the firm can continue as a going concern, accurate valuation is important in its restrucroring. Performance-based managerial compensation: If a firm compensates employees with stock options, grants of restricted stock, or employee stock ownership plans, accurate valuation is necessary for both accounting and tax purposes.



Compliance-Related Valuations Compliance-related valuations are performed for legal or regulatory reasons and primarily focus on financial reporting and tax issues.



Financial reporting: Valuations in this area are often related to goodwill impairment tests in which units of a public firm arr valued using private company valuation methods. The reporting of stock-based compensation also requires accurate valuation.



Tax purposes: At the firm level, transfer pricing, property taxes, and corporate restructuring may necessitate valuations. For individual equity owners, estate and gift tax issues may necessitate valuations.
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Study Session 12 Cross-Reference to CFA lostitute Assigned Reading 1143- Private Company Valuation



litigation-Related Valuations Litigation-related valuations may be required for shareholder suits, damage claims, lost profits claims, or divorce settlements. Because the valuation methods for transactions, compliance, and litigation are often quite different, most appraisers specialize in a single area. Transaction-related valuations



ate usually performed by investment bankers, compliance-related valuations by those with accounting or tax knowledge, and litigation-related valuations by those comfortable with a legal setting and specific jurisdictions. LOS 43 .c: Explain alternative definitions of value, and demonstrate how different definitions can lead to different estimates of value.



CPA® Program Curriculum, Volum< 4, pag< 530 Definitions ofValue The appropriate valuation method depends on what the valuation will be used for and whether the firm is a going concern. The following are some common definitions of



value. Fair marktt value: Most often used for tax purposes in the United States, fair market value is a cash price characterized by: A hypothetical willing and able seller sells the asset to a willing and able buyer. An arm's length transaction (neither party is compelled to act) in a free matket. A well-informed buyer and seller.



Fajr valu< for financial r 
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